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TVPaint Animation 10 Pro allows you to carry out editing and editing effectively. It contains a myriad
of features which are easy to use and once you start using it, you would find it very easy. There are a
lot of advantages to developing a project and one of the most effective methods is to create projects

in TVPaint Animation 10 PRO with a team. Now there is a new feature in the software within which
you can give access to the project that you are working with to a specific set of users whom you

consider as a team. To be more precise, now you can work with a team on all your projects in
TVPaint Animation 10 PRO. This feature will also make sure that there are restrictions implicated in

specific areas of the project. Fabrice Debarge: Of course! The Android version was developed for the
first time in 2012. Actually, it was a challenge for Herv because Android tablets had became pressure

sensitive, and Samsung had just released the Galaxy Note phone with a stylus. Not so long after,
Wacom released the Cintiq Hybrid using Android, and for us, it was time to adapt TVPaint Animation
(version 10 at the time) for this great device. So technically, the SDK was built into the software as

part of the software itself. Thats because the Galaxy Note was released first and it had the API
already coded. Then we had to adapt that SDK to TVPaint Animation for the ios version. Even with

that SDK, it was stillnt exactly seamless because we had to re-architect TVPaint Animation to
interface with the ios SDK. Its only been one year since Galaxy Note was released and one year after

we started working on Android version 10.0, then we had the first versions on ios. Its not one year
after that before we will be releasing on ios version for this particular release. Before Samsung

Galaxy Note, the possibilities were already there, but its not one year before we can start to work on
ios versions.
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